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We show that AZ: = AZ:, k > 2, by proving that AZ? coincides with AIIF. 
Essentially this is done by reducing the AZ:-complete set (GAPeCoGap)(3) to 
the question whether of two vectors A and B of n components, A contains more 
“solvable” components, i.e., components which are contained in GAP, than B. 
Moreover, using a similar technique we show AZ: = L,(NL). Finally, we consider 
the relevance of our proof technique for polynomial time classes, e.g., the Boolean 
NP-Hierarchy. 6 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
As is well known the investigation of the “P = NP?-question” soon led to 
the construction of the polynomial hierarchy (Meyer and Stockmeyer, 
1972; Stockmeyer, 1976). This hierarchy can be characterized by oracle 
Turing machines as well as by alternating Turing machines with a 
polynomial time bound. With the attempt to carry over these methods to 
the “DSPACE(log n) = NSPACE(log n)?-question” no problems turned up 
in defining the logarithmic alternation hierarchy by restricting the alter- 
nating Turing machines to a logarithmic space bound (Chandra, Kozen, 
and Stockmeyer, 1981). But a logarithmic oracle hierarchy was not so easy 
to define, since using the machine model of Ladner and Lynch (1976) one 
gets a hierarchy which essentially duplicates the polynomial hierarchy. 
Ruzzo, Simon, and Tompa (1984) restricted the nondeterministic oracle 
machines to make deterministic use of the oracle tape only, thus defining a 
hierarchy that is located between DSPACE(log n) and P as desired. But 
surprisingly this logarithmic oracle hierarchy-at least on first sight&-did 
not seem to coincide with the logarithmic alternation hierarchy. At that 
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stage it could only be concluded that the entire logarithmic alternation 
hierarchy is contained in the second deterministic level of the logarithmic 
oracle hierarchy (Ruzzo, Simon, and Tompa, 1984). Lange (1986) showed 
that with restricting nondeterministic machines which underlie the RuSiTo- 
condition to one oracle call only, one can exactly characterize the 
logarithmic alternation hierarchy (see also Rosier and Yen, 1986). 
Another characterization was found by bounded quantification of 
DSPACE(log n)-predicates, where the quantified words are given as 
one-way input (Lange, 1986). 
The main result of this paper (which is an extended version of Lange, 
Jenner, and Kirsig, 1987) is the collapse of the logarithmic alternation 
hierarchy on its second level. Thus for the first time one of the hierarchies 
in complexity theory conjectured to be infinite could be proven to be finite. 
Our goal here is not only to state the proof but to make the paper self- 
contained by briefly sketching its development which will inevitably involve 
considering polynomial time classes, too. 
After stating the preliminaries in Section 2 which consist mainly in an 
overview of our notation of previously known concepts, we introduce in 
Section 3 the notion of logarithmic space bounded disjunctive (resp. con- 
junctive) deterministic Turing reduction and show that this notion provides 
yet another characterization of the logarithmic alternation hierarchy. 
Furthermore, it also turns out that it builds up a hierarchy on the 
polynomial side, a “deterministic polynomial hierarchy” (see also Jenner, 
1987), which includes the entire Boolean NP-Hierarchy in its second level 
but nevertheless does not seem to duplicate the polynomial hierarchy since 
it is contained in A:, the second deterministic level of the polynomial 
hierarchy. Third, we show that the notion of disjunctive deterministic 
Turing reduction-appropriately restricted--even turns out to characterize 
the Boolean NP-hierarchy. 
These characterizations enable us to show that the entire deterministic 
polynomial hierarchy is contained in L,,(NP) and that the entire 
logarithmic alternation hierarchy is contained in L,,(NL), the closure of 
NP, resp. NL, under logarithmic space bounded Boolean formula reduc- 
tions, and that their second levels contain L,,(NP) and, resp., L,(NL), i.e., 
the closure of NP, resp. NL under logarithmic space Hausdorff reductions, 
a rather restricted form of Boolean formula reduction. (Boolean formula 
and Hausdorff reductions are reductions in power “between” Turing and 
many-one which were studied in Wagner (1986a) with a polynomial time 
bound.) Wagner (1986a) was able to show that P,,(NP) = P,r(NP). We 
show that this implies the collapse of the deterministic polynomial 
hierarchy on its second level: DC; = DlTf = DE; for k > 2. But since the 
proof of Wagner’s result makes essential use of the monotone circuit value 
problem, which is P-complete (Goldschlager, 1977) and still open whether 
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solvable in NL, the methods used in Wagner (1986a) do not yield 
L,(NL) cL,(NL). Thus for the logarithmic alternation hierarchy a 
collapse cannot be achieved analogously. 
Now, one wonders if there is a simpler proof for the collapse of the 
deterministic polynomial hierarchy. Our goal will be to show in Section 4 
that there is. This proof consists in a direct reduction of a DEF-complete 
language to a language in Dllr, which due to its simplicity and the 
structural similarity of the deterministic polynomial hierarchy and the 
logarithmic alternation hierarchy turns out to yield AZ: = Al-If’, too. 
In particular, we are able to show that the AZ:-complete set 
(GAP~COGAP)‘~’ 
:= {G,~G;$G,~~G;$ . . . $G,$G~$In>O, Gj, GjEX*, 1 <j<n, $,%$X, 
and 31 Qi<n: G,EGAP A G/ECOGAP) 
can be reduced in log space to a set that is contained in An;. Further- 
more, using the same technique we show AC; = L,,(NL). The gist of our 
proofs will be to consider counting sets of the type 
COUNTA 
:= {(F,, F2, . . . . Fn;i)In30,i>0,FjFjE*, l<j<n,I{jIFj~A}(2i}. 
By applying padding techniques we prove that AEf’=AIlf can be 
generalized to alternating space hierarchies with arbitrary space construc- 
tible bounds S(n) alog( This includes the collapse of the alternating 
linear space hierarchy at its second level, shown independently by Toda 
(1987). 
Finally, in Section 5 we investigate our proof technique when applied to 
the Boolean NP-hierarchy, which shows that the proof of DI;r = DI’I? is in 
a certain sense optimal. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the basic notions and facts of 
complexity theory as they are contained in Hopcroft and Ullman (1979). 
The cardinality of a set A is denoted by IAl. For a language A let CoA 
be its complement. (We do not fix the underlying alphabet, since its 
exchange needs intersections and unions with regular sets only, and 
these operations have no influence on the complexity of a problem.) For 
classes A and B of languages we deline CoA := { CoL 1 LEA}, 
A A B:={L,~L,JL,EA, L,EB), and AvB:={L,uL~IL,EA, 
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LZ~ B}. W.1.o.g. let e, $, # not be contained in any of the alphabets 
X, Y, 2. These symbols will be used as special marker symbols in order to 
separate words over X*, Y*, resp. Z*. 
In the following we set DL := DSPACE(log n) and NL := 
NSPACE(logn). Furthermore, let LOG(A) (L(A)) denote the class of all 
sets log space many-one (log space Turing) reducible to an (oracle) set A. 
For a class A of languages we define: LOG(A) := ULE A LOG(L) and 
L(A) := ULeA L(L). 
The logarithmic alternation hierarchy (according to Chandra, Kozen, and 
Stockmeyer, 1981) is defined as follows: Vk > 0 let AC: denote the class of 
all languages that can be accepted by a log space bounded alternating 
Turing machine which starts in an existential state and which alternates in 
each computation at most k - 1 times between existential and universal 
states. Furthermore let AlIf := COAX:, and for the sake of completeness 
let AX: := DL. 
The Boolean NP-hierarchy (see Wechsung, 1985; Cai and Hemachandra, 
1986) is defined as the set {NP(k), CoNP(k)l k 20}, where NP(0) := 
CoNP(0) := P and NP(k + 1) := (L, \Lz ) L, E NP, L2 E NP(k)}. 
The satisfiability problem (after Cook, 1971) will be denoted by SAT. As 
is well known SAT is NP-complete with respect to log reductions. 
The graph accessibility problem (after Jones, 1973; sometimes referred to 
as “graph reachability problem” (see Hopcroft and Ullman, 1979)) will be 
denoted by GAP. Although any other representation would work as well, 
let us assume that each directed graph G discussed has vertex set 
V, = { 1, 2, . . . . ti} for some n. Its structure will be presented by its adjacency 
matrix M, which has “1” in entry (i, j) in case (i, j) is a directed edge of G 
and “0” otherwise. Let G denote the encoding of M. We define: 
GAP := {G 1 G is a directed graph on I/, which has a path from 
vertex 1 to vertex n). 
As is well known GAP is NL-complete with respect to log reductions 
(Savitch, 1970; Jones, 1973). In the following we will, for simplicity, not 
distinguish between G and G. 
Let cA be the characteristic function of A. A set A G X* is Boolean 
formula reducible to a set B c_ Y* in logarithmic space (resp. polynomial 
time) (A <$ B (resp. A <g B)) iff there exists a log space (resp. pol time) 
computable function f, f: X* + Z*# (Y* #)* with Vx E X*: f(x) = 
z # y, # y, # ... # y, # (note that n and z depend on x) such that 
x E A * h,(c,(y, ), c,(Y,), . . . . ~~(y,,)) = 1, with z an encoding of a Boolean 
formula in A, v,i, hz the Boolean function represented by z, and 
yie Y*, 1 < i< n. Let L,,(A) (resp. P,,(A)) denote the closure of a class of 
languages A under <b”, (resp. <$. 
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The notion of Hausdorff reducibility ( <hd) was originally introduced in 
Wagner (1986a) as a restriction of polynomial time Boolean formula 
reducibility ( <by) and then examined for logarithmic space in Kirsig 
(1986). 
A set A E X* is Hausdorff reducible to a set BG Y* in logarithmic space 
(resp. polynomial time) (A <E B (resp. A <g B)) iff there exists a log 
space (resp. pol time) computable function f, S: X* --t (Y* # )* with 
VxEX*:f(X)=yl # y, # . . . # y,,- 1 # y,, # (note that n depends on 
x) such that yi E Y*, 1 Q i < 24 and 
(1) xEAo316i<n:y,,-,EBA ~(y,~eB), and 
(2) V16i<2n:yi+,EB=yiEB. 
Let L,,(A) (resp. P,,(A)) denote the closure of a class of languages A under 
~5 (resp. <rd). Note that L,,,,(A) is closed under log reductions. 
3. DISJUNCTIVE (AND CONJUNCTIVE) DETERMINISTIC TURING REDUCTIONS 
In Ladner, Lynch, and Selman (1975) and Ladner and Lynch (1976) the 
concept of various reductions in power between many-one and Turing, i.e., 
truth-table reductions, Boolean formula reductions, disjunctive and con- 
junctive reductions were introduced and investigated. The latter reductions 
can be understood as realized by certain restricted deterministic oracle 
Turing machines, namely disjunctive and conjunctive oracle Turing 
machines. These concepts now turn out to yield 
(1) a new characterization of the logarithmic alternation hierarchy 
(2) a new “hierarchy” on the polynomial side, which contains the 
Boolean NP-hierarchy in its second level and is itself contained in the 
second level of the polynomial hierarchy 
and (appropriately restricted) 
(3) a new characterization of the Boolean NP-hierarchy. 
We say that an oracle machine works disjunctively if it accepts an input 
immediately after the first positive (i.e., “YES”) oracle answer (or con- 
junctive/y if it rejects an input immediately after the first negative (i.e., 
“NO”) oracle answer). Furthermore, we say that an oracle Turing machine 
is n-query bounded if it accepts an input with at most n queries to its oracle. 
Combining these two restrictions of oracle machines we get n-query boun- 
ded Turing machines which work disjunctively (resp. conjunctively). With 
this we define: 
DEFINITION 3.1. For languages A, B let A d 7 B (resp. A -<,” B) zff there 
is a log space bounded disjunctive (resp. conjunctive) oracle Turing 
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machine M such that M accepts A with oracle set B. For k > 0 let A -<z B 
(resp. A <$ B) ijjj there is a log space bounded k-query bounded oracle 
machine M which works disjunctively (resp. conjunctively) and accepts A 
with oracle set B. Let L,,(A) := (LIL <T A}, L,,(A):= {LIL <$ A} 
and L,(A) := {L(~AEA: L<F A}, L,,(A) := {LI~AEA: LQ~ A} for a 
language A and a class of languages A, and let L,(A), L,,(A), L,(A), and 
L,,(A) be similarly defined. 
We first state some basic properties of <r and <$. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let A G X*, and k 2 1. Then it holds: 
(i) L,(LOG(A)) = LOG(L,(A))= L,(A), 
(i’) L,WOG(AN = LOG&,,(A)) = L,,(A), 
(ii) L,(A) = CoL,(CoA), 
(ii’) L,,(A) = CoL,,(CoA), 
and for A # a: 
(iii) L,(A) = LOG((X*$)* A$(X*$)*), 
(iii’) L,,(A)=LOG(U”;d (X*$)i A$(X*$)k-i-l). 
Proof (i) and (i’) are obvious. We first state the proof of (ii). The proof 
of (ii’) follows analogously. 
(ii) If A = @ then L,(A) = DL = CoDL = CoL,(X*) = CoL,(CoA) 
for some alphabet X. Now assume A # 0. Let LE L,(A) and M a 
disjunctive oracle Turing machine accepting L. W.1.o.g. all w  E L are 
accepted by a positive oracle answer. Now, obviously w  $ L if and only if 
all of MS oracle queries are answered with “NO”. Take a new machine N 
that behaves as M but whose accepting states are the rejecting states of M. 
Give N CoA as oracle set. Then we have: M rejects w  if and only if all 
queries of M are answered with “NO” if and only if all queries of N are 
answered with “YES” if and only if N accepts w. Obviously, N works 
conjunctively and accepts CoL. Hence, CoL E L,( CoA) and L E CoL,( CoA). 
Thus L,(A) c CoL,( CoA). CoL,( CoA) c L,,(A) can be proven analogously. 
(iii) “ z “: Let L E L,(A) be accepted by the log space bounded dis- 
junctive OTM M with oracle set A. As M is log space bounded it can be 
simulated by a log space transducer, a machine M’ with the same space 
bound and an output tape instead of the oracle tape. Let M’ behave as if 
all oracle queries which are posed by M are answered negatively and 
instead of sending a query to the oracle M’ prints the query word followed 
by a $ onto its output tape in order to separate the query words. If M has 
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queried the oracle with the words x1, x2, . . . . xk 44”s output will be 
x,$x,$ . . . $xk$ and M is correctly simulated until this point (since as M 
works disjunctively none of the queries x1 to xk-, were answered 
positively). Now assume that xk E A causes M to halt and accept, but M 
behaves as if the oracle answere is “NO” and continues its computation. 
Nevertheless the total output of M’ will be x,$x, . .. $x,$ ... $x,$ E 
(X*$)* A$(X*$). As M’ performs a log reduction, we get L E LOG((X*$)* 
.4$(X*$)*). 
“ 3 “: As is easily seen a log space bounded disjunctive oracle machine M 
with oracle set A accepts (X*$)* A$(X*$)* as follows: On input 
w,$w,$ ... $w,$, w, E X*, 1 d i < n, it4 can copy each uai onto its oracle 
tape and decide whether WOE A or not using its oracle mechanism and 
accept iff one of the queries is answered positively. Thus it holds: 
(X*%)* ,4$(X*$)* EL,(A). The claim (iii) follows with (i). (iii’) follows by 
similar arguments as (iii). 1 
Consequently, we see that for any language A E X*: 
A@) := (x*$)* A$(X*$) * is a L,(A)-complete language 
and 
k-l 
A(%) := U (x*$)i A$(X*$)k-i- 1 is a L,,(A)-complete language, for k 2 1. 
i=O 
And because of (ii) and (ii’) we obviously have for any non-empty 
language A E X*: 
and 
A(“) := (A$)* is complete for L,(A) 
Acvk) := (A$)k is complete for L,,(A), k 2 1. 
Our first goal will now be to show that with the notion of disjunctive (and 
conjunctive) deterministic Turing reduction a new characterization of the 
logarithmic alternation hierarchy can be obtained (see also Kirsig, 1986). 
This is the content of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.3. 
(i) AX: = L,(NL A CoNL) 
(ii) AEz+I = LJAllc) for all k > 2. 
Proof: (i) “C “: Let L E AZ? and M be a log space bounded alter- 
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nating Turing machine which accepts L alternating exactly once. Now, 
define: 
A := { weK, 1 M can reach configuration Kj in a computation on w  
without alternation}, 
B := (w$K, 1 Ki is a universal configuration and all computations of M 
on w  starting in K, halt accepting}. 
Obviously, A E NL and BE CoNL; and, of course, we now have: 
WEL~3Ki,Kj:w$KiEAr\weKjEBr\McanreachKiinonestep 
from Ki on input w. (*I 
Now the deterministic log space bounded OTM N with oracle set A$B 
accepts L as follows: N computes on input w  all existential configurations 
of M (one by one, say, in lexicographical order) and checks for each of 
them if M is able to reach an universal configuration in one step. Let 
Kj, ..., Kj+ 1, be the one-step-successor (universal) configurations of K, 
(existential). N queries the oracle with w$Ki$wgKj, . . . . w$K,$w$K,.+ t, (one 
after the other) and accepts if one of the queries is answered positively. If 
all answers are negative or Ki has no universal successors N computes the 
(lexicographically) next existential configuration Ki+ 1 and repeats the 
process. If all existential configurations are checked without a positive 
oracle answer N rejects. Thus because of (*) N accepts if and only if 
w  E L. Hence, LE L,(A$B). But since A$B= A$X* n X*$B, we have: 
A$BENL A CoNL. Thus, L ELJNL A CoNL) and as L was arbitrarily 
chosen we get AX: G L,(NL A CoNL). 
“ 2 “: Let L E L,(NL A CoNL). Thus L is accepted by a disjunctive log 
space bounded OTM M with oracle set A n BE X*, A E NL, BE CoNL. By 
Lemma 3.2(iii) we have: L <,log (X*$)* (A n B)$(X*$)*. But obviously 
(X*%)* (A n B)$(X*$)* can be recognized by an AC?-machine N as 
follows. On input w  N checks w  E (X*%)’ and rejects if the input is not of 
this form. If w  = w1 $w,$ . .. $w,$, wie X*, 1 < i6 n, N guesses non- 
deterministically i < n and checks wi E A. If N does not succeed in verifying 
W(E A the input is rejected. Otherwise N alternates and checks in universal 
states wj E B, accepting if WOE B and rejecting if not. Thus N accepts the 
input w  if and only if w  = w1 $ . .. $w,$, wie X* and there is an i < n such 
that W,E A n B, which is: w  E (X*$)* (A n B)$(X*$)*. As A?$’ is closed 
under logarithmic space reductions L E A?$ follows. 
(ii) “ E “: Let L E AX:+, , k 2 2, and M be the AC:+, -machine which 
accepts L by using exactly k alternations. Following the argumentation in 
the proof of (i) we obtain L E L,(A$B’), where A is as above (in the proof 
of (i)) and B’ is defined as 
B’ := { w$Ki 1 Ki is a universal configuration and M started in Ki accepts w}. 
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We have A E NL and obviously B’ E AD?. Since for all k > 0 ADZ is 
obviously closed under marked concatenation (i.e., for L,, L, EAII$’ it 
holds L,$L2 EAII~~), we have A$B’ EAII~, which implies LE L,(AIIf) 
and we get AX:+ r E L,,(AIIz). 
“ 2 “: If L E LJAIIf) then there is a set A E AD:, A E X*, such that 
L E L,(A). But L EL,(A) implies L <,,, (X*$)* A$(X*$)* and (X*%)* 
A$(X*$)* E AE,Y; i is obvious. Hence L,(AIIf) c AZ:+ i. 1 
Remark. Note that there is a close connection between Ld( .) and 
nondeterministic logarithmic space reductions NLOG ( . ) which were 
studied in Lange (1986). There it was shown that NLOG(A) = 
LOG((GAP$A)@‘). Hence we have the following alternative charac- 
terization of the logarithmic alternation hierarchy: AX:+ i = 
NLOG(AII,Y) for all k2 1. 
Since NL A CoNL = LOG((GAP$CoGAP)) we now immediately get 
with Lemma 3.2(iii): 
COROLLARY 3.4. AX; = LOG((GAP$COGAP)‘~‘). 
Having obtained a new characterization of the logarithmic alternation 
hierarchy by deterministic Turing reductions we now show that with this 
notion a hierarchy on the polynomial side can be defined which does not 
seem to duplicate the polynomial hierarchy. 
DEFINITION 3.5. The deterministic polynomial hierarchy is the set 
{DE:, DIIrlkZO}, where 
DE; := DII: := LOG(0. SAT u 1. CoSAT), and for all k 2 0: 
DV+ 1 := LJDI-IC), 
DW+ 1 := CoDZf+ i. 
Remark. Note that the same hierarchy is built up if disjunctive 
polynomial time bounded reductions are used instead of disjunctive log 
space bounded reductions since it is easy to show that L,(POL(A)) is equal 
to P,(A) for any non-empty language A. 
Obviously, it holds UFzO DE: s A:, i.e., the whole deterministic 
polynomial hierarchy is contained in A:, the second level of the polynomial 
hierarchy. Furthermore, with the following theorem it will be immediate 
that the second level of the deterministic polynomial hierarchy DC: 
contains the whole Boolean NP-hierarchy since it is just its o-jump. 
For this (and the following section) notice that DE? = NP v CoNP = 
COD =, and thus DIIF = NP A CoNP = DP (see Papadimitriou and 
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Yannakakis, 1984) and DE; = Ld(NP A CoNP). Therefore Lemma 3.2(iii) 
yields: 
LEMMA 3.6. DC: = L,,(NP A CoNP) = LOG((SAT$COSAT)‘~‘). I 
THEOREM 3.7. NP(2k) = L,,(NP A CoNP) for all k >, 1. 
Proof. “c”: Let LeNP(Zk), k >/ 1. Obviously, LeNP(2k) iff there 
are A 1, . . . . A,, AieNP and B,, . . . . B,, Bi E CoNP, 1 < i < k, such that 
L = Uf= 1 (Ai n Bi). Let w.1.o.g. Ai, Bi E X*. Now there are log reductions 
fr, . . . . fk and g,, . . . . gk with fj, gi: X* + Y*, 1 <i< k, such that for all 
WEX*: wEAiofj(w)ESAT and WEB~~~,(~)EC~SAT, which gives us 
WELOWE 6 (AinBi) 
i=l 
o 11~ i < k: fi(w) E SAT A g,(w) E CoSAT 
oh(~):=f,(w)ltg~(w)$...$f,(w)~g,(w)$E(SATltCoSAT)‘~~‘, 
where h: X* + (Y*$Y*$)* is obviously a log reduction. Thus 
L E LOG( (SAT$CoSAT)@“) and with Lemma 3.2(iii’) we have NP(2k) c 
L,,(NP A CoNP), since SATeCoSAT is DP = (NP A CoNP)-complete w.r.t. 
log reductions (Papadimitriou and Yannakakis, 1984). 
“ 1”: Because of Lemma 3.2(iii’) and since all the levels of the Boolean 
NP-hierarchy are closed under log reductions it suffices to show that 
(SAT~COSAT)‘~~) E NP(2k) for k > 1. But as 
(SAT$COSAT)@~’ 
:={F,eF;$...$F,~I;;$(F,, FLEX*, l<j<k, 
31 <i<k: FiGSAT A F,!ECOSAT}, 
we obviously have 
(SAT~COSAT)‘~~’ 
k-l 
= u (X*$X*$)j SAT$COSAT$(X*$X*%)~-‘-’ 
i=o 
k-l 
= u ((X*$X*$)i SAT$X*%(X*eX*%)k-i-’ 
i=O 
n (X*$X*$)’ X*~COSAT$(X*$X*$)~-~~‘) 
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where Ai+, := (X*$X*$)i SAT$X*%(X*eX*$)k-i-l and Bi+1 := (X*$X*%)i 
X*#COSAT$(X*$X*$)~-‘- ’ for 0 Q i < k - 1. Obviously, Ai E NP and 
Bi E CoNP for all 1 d i 6 k, and hence (SAT~COSAT)‘~” E NP(2k). 1 
COROLLARY 3.8. NP(2k) = LOG( (SATeCoSAT)““) fur all k > 1. 
Since (SAT$COSAT)‘~’ = Ur= 1 (SAT~COSAT)‘~~’ it is now immediate 
that the whole Boolean NP-hierarchy is contained in DZ:. 
With the following theorem we show that on the polynomial side the 
deterministic polynomial hierarchy fulfills similar inclusion relationships as 
the logarithmic alternation hierarchy on the logarithmic side. 
THEOREM 3.9. For all k 2 2 it holds: 
(i) L,(NP) s DZr n DIIF G DIic z L,,(NP) 
(ii) L,,(NL) 5 AC< n AIIZ E AX? E L,,(NL). 
Prooj We prove (ii). The proof of (i) follows by similar arguments with 
Lemma 3.6. 
(ii) First we show L,,(NL) s LOG((GAPeCoGAP)@‘). Let L E X*, 
L EL,,JNL). Then there exists a function f, f: X* + (Y* # )*, and a set 
BsY*, BENL such that f(x)=y, # yz # ... # yznpl # y,, # and 
x~Lo316i<n:y,,-,EBA l(yzi~B). Since BENL and GAP is NL- 
complete w.r.t. log reductions, there exists a (many-one) log reduction 
h: Y* + Z* such that Vy E Y*: y E Be h(y) E GAP. Now define a function 
g, g: X* + (Zu {e, $})* with 
g(x) :=h(y,)Ith(y2)$h(y,)eh(y,)$...$h(y,,-,)Lh(y,,)$ for all x E X*. 
g is log space computable since f and h are, and we obtain 
XEL-31 <i<n:h(y,,-,)EGAP A l(h(y,,)EGAP) 
o g(x) E (GAPeCoGAP)? 
Since L was arbitrarily chosen L,(NL) c LOG((GAPeCoGAP)@‘) 
follows. By Corollary 3.4 and since L,,(NL) is closed under complement 
(see Kirsig, 1986; Wagner, 1986a) we get L,,(NL)cAZ~nAII~, and 
since obviously L,,(NL) is closed under <;i” and complementation we also 
have with Theorem 3.3: AZ: sL,,(NL), for all k>O, i.e., the entire 
logarithmic alternation hierarchy is contained in L,dNL). i 
Having shown that the logarithmic alternation hierarchy and the deter- 
ministic polynomial hierarchy not only are similarly structured but also 
fulfill similar inclusion relationships, we know by the following result of 
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Wagner (1986a) that the deterministic polynomial hierarchy collapses at its 
second level. 
THEOREM 3.10 (Wagner, 1986a). P,,(NP) = P,,(NP). 
Since P,(A) = L,,(POL(A)) for any language A, and hence 
P,,,(NP) = L,,(NP) the collapse of the deterministic polynomial hierarchy 
follows: 
DZ$ = DI-IT = DXf for all k B 2. (**) 
But for the logarithmic alternation hierarchy a collapse cannot be achieved 
analogously, since the methods used in Wagner (1986a) essentially involve 
the evaluation of monotone circuits, which is a P-complete problem 
(Goldschlager, 1977) and therefore do not yield L,,(NL) E L,,(NL). Thus 
one wonders if there is a simpler proof of (M). We show in the following 
section that there is. 
4. THE COLLAPSE OF THE LOGARITHMIC ALTERNATION HIERARCHY 
A simpler proof for DEf = DTIT (and thus (**)) can be obtained by con- 
structing a reduction from (SAT$CoSAT)“J (which is DE?-complete w.r.t. 
log reductions (Lemma 3.6)) to a language in DLL;. Due to the structural 
similarity of the deterministic polynomial hierarchy and the logarithmic 
alternation hierarchy a similar reduction can be constructed from 
(GAPLCOGAP)‘~’ (which is AX?-complete (Corollary 3.4)) to AD:. 
For this we shall construct sets of the type COUNTA. A word 
(WI 2 U’2, ..‘, w,; j) is an element of COUNTA iff at least j of the wI(s are 
elements of A. Similar constructions occur in Kobler, Schoning, and 
Wagner (1985) and Wagner (1986a) in connection with the Boolean 
NP-hierarchy and in Wagner (1986b) in connection with the counting 
polynomial hierarchy. We define: 
COUNTSAT:={(F,,F, ,..., F,;i)In>O,i>,O, F,EX*, 
1 <j<n, I{j(f’jESAT)J ai}, 
COUNTGAP:={(G,,G, ,..., G,;i))n>O, i>O, GjsX*, 
1 <jbn, \(jlGjEGAP}I Zi}. 
Obviously, COUNTSAT E NP and COUNTGAP E NL. The construction 
of COUNTSAT (resp. COUNTGAP), enables us to count how many 
components of a vector are (at least) contained in SAT (resp. GAP), and 
thus to compare two vectors. 
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Using the notion of the conjunction F A F’ of two formulae F, F’, the 
basic idea of the new simple proof for DY$ = DIT: can be stated as: 
F,$F; $F,(tF; $ . . . $F,,$Fi$ E (SAT~COSAT)‘~’ if and only if the vec- 
tor (F,, F2, . . . . F,,) contains more components which are contained 
in SAT than the vector (F, A F;, F2 A F;, . . . . F,, A FL) if and only 
if VO<idn:(F,,F,,..., F,,;i+l)ECOUNTSATv (F, AF;,E;A 
F;, . . . . F, A FL; i) # COUNTSAT. 
Since obviously the last statement is a DI’IF-question, the function which 
maps w  E (X*$X*$)*, w  = F,$F; $F&F;$ . . . $F,,$FA$ onto 
(F,, . . . . F,,; l)$(F, A F;, . . . . F,, A F;; O)$(F,, . . . . F,,; 2) 
$(F, A F;, . . . . F, A F;; 1 )$ 
. ..$(F., . . . . F”;n+l)$(F,r\F’, ,..., F,,/\Fk;n)$ 
is just a log space reduction from (SAT~COSAT)‘~’ to (COUNTSAT$X* 
u X*eCoCOUNTSAT)“/) E DlTT (for details cf. Jenner, 1987). 
Now, using just this idea we want to show in more detail how 
(GAP$CoGAP)@’ can be reduced to (COUNTGAP$X* u 
X*ZCOCOUNTGAP)‘~’ E AD:, thus obtaining AZ? = AD:. To construct 
our vectors as above we now need the notion of joining graphs, an 
operation behaving on graphs as the operation conjunction on Boolean 
formulae, where F A F’ is satisfiable iff F is satisfiable and F’ is satisfiable. 
We define: 
Let G and G’ be graphs, given by their adjacency matrices 
M=(au)l<i,j<n and M’=(bg)lGi,jG, with a,, bije (0, l}. Then the joined 
graph G 4 G’ is represented by 
ai.j if 1 <i,j<n; 
M”=(ci,j)lgi,j<n+m with ci, j := 
bi-a-n if n+ 1 <i,j<n+m; 
1 if i=n andj=n+ 1; 
0 otherwise. 
If G or G’ are not of appropriate form, i.e., not matrices with entries from 
(0, 11, let 
so that the join operator is defined for arbitrary words. 
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Obviously, G 4 G’ can be constructed in log space, and the construction 
ensures that there is a path from vertex 1 to vertex n + m in G 4 G’ iff there 
is a path from vertex 1 to vertex n in G and a path from vertex 1 to vertex 
m in G’, since c,,, + 1 = 1 joins the goal vertex of G to the start vertex of G’ 
and nothing else has been changed. 
Using the notion of the join operator, the basic idea of our main result 
can be stated as: G,$G’, $G,$G;$ . . $G,$Gk$ E (GAPeCoGAP)@’ iff the 
vector (G,, Gz, . . . . G,) contains more components which are contained in 
GAP than the vector (G, cs G’,, G, 4 G;, . . . . G, 4 CL). 
LEMMA 4.1. G,~G;%G,~G;$...$G,~G:,$E(GAP~COGAP)(~) o 316 
i<n: (G,,Gz ,..., G,;i) E COUNTGAP A (G,qG’,, G,qG;, . . . . G,cs 
GL ; i) $ COUNTGAP. 
Proof. It is easy to see that G,eG’r$G,$G;$ . ..$G.$G;$E 
(GAP~COGAP)‘~’ if and only if GreGi 4 G;$G2eG2 4 G;% . . . $G,$G, 
4 Gh$ E (GAP~COGAP)‘~‘. But G, 4 G( E GAP implies Gi E GAP, hence the 
number of solvable instances in (G,, G,, . . . . G,) is not smaller than the 
number of solvable instances in (Gr 4 G;, Gz 4 G;, . . . . G, 4 CL), which is: 
(G, 4 G;, G2 G G;, . . . . G, 4 GL; i) E COUNTGAP implies (G,, Gz, . . . . 
G,; i) E COUNTGAP. But obviously the existence of a pair G,$G, 4 Gi E 
GAPgCoGAP means that ( G1 , G2, . . . . G, ) contains properly more solvable 
instances than (G, 4 G;, Gz 4 G;, . . . . G, 4 G;). And it can be easily 
verified that if Oda,b<n, then a>boIl<i<n: a=i~b<io 
31<i<n: aair\ b<i. m 
Now we are able to prove our main result: 
THEOREM 4.2. AS: = AIIT . 
Proof. For 0 <a, b d n the equivalence 
31 <i<n: a>lr\b<i 6 VO<jdn: a>,j+lvb<j 
is easy to verify. Hence 
31 dibn: (G,, G,, . . . . G, ; i) E COUNTGAP 
A (G, G G;, . . . . G, cz G;; i) 4 COUNTGAP 
is equivalent to 
VOG j<n: (G,, G2, . . . . G,; j + 1) E COUNTGAP 
v (G, G G;, . . . . G, 4 G;; j) 4 COUNTGAP. 
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Let Ai := (G,, G2, . . . . G,;i) and Bi:=(G,ciG;,...,G,4G:,;i) for 
O<i<n+ 1. Then we obtain 
G,ZG;$G*~G;$...$G,~G:,$E (GAP$COGAP)‘~’ 
9 31 d i,< n: A,E COUNTGAP A Big COUNTGAP 
9 t/O < j ,< n: Aj+ 1 E COUNTGAP v B, 4 COUNTGAP 
oA,I1Bo$A2ZBI$...$A,+,ItB,$ 
E (COUNTGAPeX* u X*$CoCOUNTGAP)‘? 
Obviously, Ai and Bi can be computed from G,eG; $ ... $G,$GA$ in log 
space for any i, O<i<n+l. Thus A,gB,$...$A,+,$B,$ can be 
computed in log space. As COUNTGAP is an element of NL 
obviously (COUNTGAP@* u X*ZCoCOUNTGAP) is an element of 
NL v CoNL. Because of Lemma 3.2 (ii) and Theorem 3.3, we conclude 
(COUNTGAPeX* u X*$CoCOUNTGAP)“’ E An?, which implies AX: 
c An: and with AX: = CoAlIf we obtain AX: = An:. 1 
Because of Theorem 3.3(ii), we get the collapse of the logarithmic alter- 
nation hierarchy with AX:+, = LJAIIB) = L,(ACt) = AC:, since AX: is 
already closed under log space disjunctive Turing reductions. 
COROLLARY 4.3. AZf = AII? = AX: for ail k > 2. 1 
As shown with the following lemma by applying padding techniques this 
result generalizes to all alternating space hierarchies with space construc- 
tible bounds S(n) >log(n). This includes the collapse of the alternating 
linear space hierarchy at its second level A&SPACE(n) = 
AlT,SPACE(n) = A&SPACE(n) for all k > 2, which was independently 
shown by Toda (1987). 
LEMMA 4.4. Let Ls X*, #$X, and define L,-:={w#~(wEL, 
n1=2~“““)- 1~1). Th en it holds for all fully space constructible f: N + N 
with f(n) 2 log n: LEA&SPACE(~(~))~ Lfe AX:. 
Proof: “ =S “: Given w  # “‘, check first if m = 2f(lwt) - (w(. For this 
obviously f( 1 WI) space suffices (deterministically). Now, check w  E L using 
f( I WI) space with k - 1 alternations, i.e., with A&SPACE(f() WI)). Thus 
the total amount of space used is O(log( I w  # mJ )). Hence L,E AX:. 
“ (: “: Given w, to represent m = 2 f(‘W’) - I WI in binary consumes f ( I w  I ) 
space. Now, first construct bin(m), the binary representation of m, on the 
working tape. As f is space constructible f( I WI) space sufftces. Then 
simulate the AC$-machine that recognizes L,- on w# m where instead of 
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bin(m) is given. The space necessary is log( I w  #ml ) =f( I WI ). Thus 
t:e total amount of space is O(f(Iwl)). Hence LEA&SPACE(~(~)). a 
Corollary 4.3 and Lemma 4.4 yield 
COROLLARY 4.5. For all fully space constructible f: N + N with 
f(n) > log n it holds: 
A&SPACE(f(n)) = All,SPACE(f(n)) = A&SPACE(f(n)) for all k > 2. 
Having shown that the logarithmic alternation hierarchy collapses at its 
second level a careful analysis shows that AC? is even equal to L,,(NL). 
Set B := { H$H’ I H E COUNTGAP A H’ E COUNTGAP}, and for 
G, ZG’, $G,$G; $. . $G,,$Gi $ define for all 1s i 6 n, 
Fzi-, := (G,, G,, . . . . G,;i)S(G,~G’r,G,~G;,...,G,~G~;i-l) 
F2i := H,$(G, 4 G;, G2 4 G;, . . . . G, 4 Gk; i), 
where H, is some fixed element of COUNTGAP. 
The following properties of our construction are obvious. 
LEMMA 4.6. (i) 316i<n: (G,,...,G,;i> ECOUNTGAPA (G,q 
G;, . . . . G,~G~;i)#COUNTGAPo31<i<n: F,,-,EBA T(F*~EB), 
(ii) V1gj<2n:Fj+,~B-Fj~B, and 
(iii ) B E NL. 
THEOREM 4.7. (GAPeCoGAP)“’ E L,,(NL). 
Proof. Define f: (Xu {$, $})* + (Y*#)* with 
F1 # ... #F,,#, if WE (X*$X*%)+, 
f(w) := w = GI$G;$ -..$G,,$Gi% (Fi as above), 
# #, else. 
Notice that # # = I# A#, where I denotes the empty word. As I. 4 B, 
obviously # # is an element of COB # COB # (B as above). Thus 
f(w)=# # implies w  4 (GAP$CoGAP)“‘. For all w  E (X*&Y*S) + , 
w  = Glg?G',$ . . . $G,$G;$ we get by Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.6(i), 
G r eG; $ . . . $G,LG:, $ E (GAP$CoGAP)@’ 
oIl<i<n: F2i--1~B~ -I(F,~EB). 
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And by Lemma 4.6(ii), 
Since the Fi can be constructed in log space-as can be easily verified--fis 
log space computable. Hence (GAP~COGAP)‘~’ -<$ B. It follows with 
Lemma 4.6(iii): (GAP~COGAP)‘~’ E L,,(NL). 1 
COROLLARY 4.8. AX: = L,,(NL). 
Proof Theorem 3.9, Corollary 3.4, and Theorem 4.7 yield the result. 1 
5. DISCUSSION 
Having shown that (SAT~COSAT)‘~’ can be reduced to ((COUNT- 
SAT&Y*) u (X*eCoCOUNTSAT))(‘) and that (GAP~COGAP)‘~’ can be- 
reduced to ((COUNTGAP$X*) u (X*$COCOUNTGAP))‘~‘, now, of 
course, the question arises whether for any k > 1 (SAT@COSAT)‘~~’ can be 
reduced to ((COUNTSAT$X*) u (X*$COCOUNTSAT))“~’ and/or 
( (GAP$COGAP))(~~) can be reduced to ((COUNTGAP$X*) u 
(X*$CoCOUNTGAP)) . (M With Theorem 3.7 we know that this is just the 
question whether the Boolean NP-hierarchy collapses at any even level. 
Very recently it was shown by Immerman (1987) and (independently) by 
Szelepcstnyi (1987) that, surprisingly, NL = CoNL and thus-improving 
our result-not only the logarithmic alternation hierarchy but the Boolean 
NL-hierarchy (the analog of the Boolean NP-hierarchy), too, collapses 
even at its first level. Note that this result, too, improves the also recently 
obtained collapse of the logarithmic oracle hierarchy to L,,(NL) by 
Schiining and Wagner (1987). All these proofs, including the one we stated, 
necessarily make use of the polynomial bounded number of configurations 
reachable from the initial configuration for logarithmic space bounded 
classes. 
The situation on the polynomial side seems to be quite different. Here we 
have exponentially many possible configurations reachable from the initial 
configuration, and it is widely conjectured that NP # CoNP, i.e., a collapse 
of the Boolean NP-hierarchy on its first level is unlikely. That a collapse on 
any higher level seems to be equally hard has recently been shown by 
Kadin (1987), since it implies the collapse of the polynomial hierarchy for 
which now quite a few very different characterizations have been obtained 
(Stockmeyer, 1976; Chandra, Kozen, and Stockmeyer, 1981; Jenner and 
Kirsig, 1988) and which is widely conjectured to be infinite. 
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Coming to the end of this paper we want to show how the proof techni- 
que enabled showing DE; = DlIF and AX: = ATIT must be improved to 
yield NP(2k) = CoNP(2k) if applied to any class NP(Zk), k > 1, of the 
Boolean NP-hierarchy (see also Jenner, 1987). This consideration will 
emphasize that-in the light of Kadin (1987)--our proof technique seems 
to be optimal for the polynomial time case. 
Consider the language (SATeCoSAT) (%) for any k k 1. With an easily 
obtained analog of Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 we get 
Fr$F; $ . . . $F,$F:,$ E (SATeCoSAT)@” 
031 <i<k: (F,, .,., Fk ; i) E COUNTSAT 
A (F, A F; , . . . . Fk A F; ; i) 4 COUNTSAT 
o VO < i < k: (I;, , . . . . Fk; i + 1) E COUNTSAT 
v (F, A F;, . . . . Fk A F;; i) 4 COUNTSAT 
* W,, . . . . Fk; 1) E COUNTSAT 
A (F, A F; , . . . . I;;, A FL; k) $ COUNTSAT 
A Vl $i<k- 1: (F,, . . . . Fk ; i + 1) E COUNTSAT 
v (F, A F; , . . . . Fk A FL; i) 4 COUNTSAT. (***I 
As can be seen by looking at the normal forms of NP(2k) for any k >, 1 
(compare Wechsung, 1985), 
NP(2k) = c (NP A CoNP) = NP A CoNP A ‘,&’ (NP v CoNP), 
i= 1 1=1 
(***) is obviously a NP(2k)-question, and furthermore, the reduction 
obviously leads from the first normal form of NP(2k) to the second. Since 
one of the normal forms of CoNP(2k) is just 
CoNP(2k) = i (NP v CoNP), 
i=l 
the reduction we constructed from (SAT~COSAT)‘~) to ((COUNTSATeX*) 
u (X*~COCOUNTSAT))‘~ was thus obviously optimal in the sense that 
if it had led to any equally structured conjunction as (***) with less 
than k + 1 conjunction terms it would have been a reduction from 
(SAT$COSAT)(~~) to a CoNP(2k)-language, which would give a proof of 
the collapse of the Boolean NP-hierarchy. 
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